We propose a simple yet effective deep tree-structured fusion model based on feature aggregation for the deraining problem. We argue that by effectively aggregating features, a relatively simple network can still handle tough image deraining problems well. First, to capture the spatial structure of rain we use dilated convolutions as our basic network block. We then design a tree-structured fusion architecture which is deployed within each block (spatial information) and across all blocks (content information). Our method is based on the assumption that adjacent features contain redundant information. This redundancy obstructs generation of new representations and can be reduced by hierarchically fusing adjacent features. Thus, the proposed model is more compact and can effectively use spatial and content information. Experiments on synthetic and real-world datasets show that our network achieves better deraining results with fewer parameters.
Introduction
Rain can severely impair the performance of many computer vision systems, such as road surveillance, autonomous driving and consumer camera. Effectively removing rain streaks from images is an important task in the computer vision community. To address the deraining problem, many algorithms have been designed to remove rain streaks from single rainy images. Unlike video based methods [11, 2, 3, 31, 30, 18, 35, 24, 5] , which have useful temporal information, single image deraining is a significantly harder problem. Furthermore, success in single images can be directly extended to video, and so single image deraining has received much research attention.
In general, single image deraining methods can be categorized into two classes: model-driven and data-driven. Model-driven methods are designed by using handcrafted image features to describe physical characteristics of rain streaks, or exploring prior knowledge to constrain the ill- posed problem. In [20] , the derained image is obtained by filtering a rainy image with a nonlocal mean smoothing filter. Several model-driven methods adopt various priors to separate rain streaks and content form rainy images. For example, in [19] morphological component analysis based dictionary learning is used to remove rain streaks in high frequency regions. To recognize rain streaks, a self-learning based image decomposition method is introduced in [16] . In [27] , based on image patches, a discriminative sparse coding is proposed to distinguish rain streaks from non-rain content. In [6, 4] , low-rank assumptions are used to model and separate rain streaks. In [33] , the authors use a hierarchical scheme combined with dictionary learning to progressively remove rain and snow. In [13] , the authors utilize convolutional analysis and synthesis sparse representation to extract rain streaks. In [40] , three priors are explored and combined into a joint optimization process for rain removal. Recently, data-driven methods using deep learning have dominated high-level vision tasks [14, 17] and low-level image processing [8, 7, 32, 28, 29] . The first deep learning method for rain streaks removal was introduced by [9] , where the authors use domain knowledge and train the network on high-frequency parts to simplify the learning processing. This method was improved in [10] by combining ResNet [14] and a global skip connection. Other methods focus on designing advanced network structure to improve deraining performance. In [36] , a recurrent dilated network with multi-task learning is proposed for joint rain streaks detection and removal. In [25] , the recurrent neural network architecture is adopted and combined with squeeze-andexcitation (SE) blocks [15] for rain removal. In [38] , a density aware multi-stream dense CNN, combined with generative adversarial network [12, 39] , is proposed to jointly estimate rain density and remove rain.
Deep learning methods can focus on incorporating domain knowledge to simplify the learning process with generic networks [9, 10] or on designing new network architectures for effective modeling representations [36, 38] . These works do not model the structure of the features themselves for deraining. In this paper, we show that feature fusion can improve single image deraining and reduce the number of parameters, as shown in Figure 1 .
In this paper, we propose a deep tree-structured hierarchical fusion model. The proposed tree-structured fusion operation is deployed within each dilated convolutional block and across all blocks, and can explore both spatial and content information. The proposed network is easy to implement by using standard CNN techniques and has far fewer parameters than typical networks for this problem. Figure 2 shows the framework of our proposed hierarchical network. We adopt the multi-scale dilated convolution as the basic operation within each network block to learn multi-scale rain structures. Then, a tree-structured fusion operation within and across blocks is designed to reduce the redundancy of adjacent features. This operation enables the network to better explore and reorganize features in width and depth. The direct output of the network is the residual image, which is a common modeling technique used in existing deraining methods [10, 36] to ease learning. The final derained result the difference between the estimated residual and the rainy image. We describe our proposed architecture in more detail below.
Proposed method

Network components
Our proposed network contains three basic network components: one feature extraction layer, eight dilated convolution blocks and one reconstruction layer. The feature extraction layer is designed to extract basic features from the input color image. The operation of this layer is defined as by
where X is the input rainy image, F is the feature map, l indexes layer number, * indicates the convolution operation, W and b are the parameters in the convolution, and σ(·) is the non-linear activation. Different from typical image noise, rain streaks are spatially long. We therefore use dilated convolutions [37] in the basic network block to capture this structure. Dilated convolutions can increase the receptive field, increasing the contextual area while preserving resolution by dilating the same filter to different scales. To reduce the number of parameters, in each block we use one convolutional kernel with different dilation factors. The multi-scale features within each dilated convolution block are obtained by
where DF is the dilation factor, F DF is the output feature of convolution with DF , and L is the total number of layers. Note that the parameters W DF and b are shared for different dilated convolutions. The multi-scale features are fused through tree-structured aggregation to generate single-scale features F mation, we use a skip connection to generate the output of each block by
The reconstruction layer is used to generate the color residual from previous features. The final result is obtained by
where R and Y are the output residual and derained image.
Tree-structured feature fusion
In this section, we will detail our proposed treestructured feature fusion strategy. In [36] , a parallel fusion structure directly added all feature maps of different dilated factors. In contrast, we design a tree-structured operation that fuses adjacent features. We use a 1 × 1 convolution to allow the network to automatically perform this fusion. As illustrated in Figure 3 , the parallel structure of [36] can be seen as an instance of this tree-structured fusion in which Equation (5) is replaced by a summation.
We adopt and deploy this hierarchical feature fusion within each basic block and across the entire network. This allows for information propagation similar to ResNet [14] , and information fusion similar to DenseNet [17] . It will also provide a sparser structure that can reduce parameters and memory usage. The fusion operation is defined as
where Z 1 and Z 2 are adjacent features that have the same dimensions, concat denotes the concatenation. W f use is a kernel of size 1 × 1 to fuse Z 1 and Z 2 . After fusion, the generated Z has the same dimensions as Z 1 and Z 2 . As shown in Figure 2 , by employing this fusion operation within each block and across all blocks, the network has a tree-structured representation in both width and depth. We design this strategy based on the assumption that adjacent features contain redundant information. To illustrate the value of this fusion operation, we show the learned, within-block feature maps in Figure 4 . In Figures 4 (a) and (b) we show the adjacent feature maps generated with dilation factors 3 and 4 in the first block. As can be seen, the two feature maps have similar appearance and thus contain redundant information. Figure 4(d) shows the fused feature maps using Equation (5) . It is clear that these fused features are more informative. Both rain and object details are highlighted.
The tree-structured fusion is also used across blocks, which we illustrate in Figure 5 for the third and forth blocks. As can be seen in Figures 5(a) and (b), the two feature maps have similar content, and so features from adjacent blocks are still redundant. As shown in Figure 5 . This is because for this regression task the resolution of feature maps at deeper layers are the same as the input image , meaning deeper features have no significant change in global content [10, 36, 25] . This is in contrast to high-level vision problems that require pooling operations to extract high-level semantic information [23, 14] . To a certain extent the redundancy in global content will persist as the network deepens, motivating fusion in this direction as well. The corresponding fused features have a significant change, shown in Figure 6 . The average appears shifted and the standard deviation becomes larger, indicating that the fused features remove redundant spatial information, also illustrated in Figures 4(d) and 5(d).
Loss Function
The most widely used loss function for training a network is mean squared error. However, MSE usually generates over-smoothed results because of its 2 penalty. To address this drawback, we combine the MSE with the SSIM [34] as our loss function to balance between rain removal and detail preservation,
where L M and L S are the MSE and SSIM loss, respectively. M is the number of training data and Y is the ground truth. α is the parameter to balance the two losses.
Parameters settings and training details
We set the size of the kernels in Equations (4) and (5) [23] . The dilated factor is set from 1 to 4 within each block. We found 8 dilated convolution blocks are enough to generate good results. We set α = 0.4. The layer number L = 10 which indicates two convolutional layers and eight blocks shown in Figure 2 . All network components can be built by using standard CNN techniques. Other activation functions and network structures can be directly embedded, such as xUnit [22] and recurrent architectures [25] .
We use TensorFlow [1] and Adam [21] with a mini-batch size of 10 to train our network. We initialize the learning rate to 0.001, divide it by 10 at 100K and 200K iterations, and terminate training after 300K iterations. We randomly select 100 × 100 patch pairs from training image datasets as inputs. All experiment are performed on a server with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2683, 64GB RAM and NVIDIA GTX 1080. The network is trained end-to-end.
Experiments
We compare our network with two model-based deraining methods: the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [26] and Joint Convolutional Analysis and Synthesis (JCAS) [13] . We also compare with four deep learning-based methods: Deep Detail Network (DDN) [10] , JOint Rain DEtection and Removal (JORDER) [36] , Density-aware Image Deraining (DID) [38] and REcurrent Squeeze-and-excitation Context Aggregation Net (RESCAN) [25] . All methods are retrained for a fair and meaningful comparison. 
Synthetic data
We us three public synthetic datasets provided by JORDER [36] , DDN [10] and DID [38] . These three datasets were generated using different synthetic strategies. The JORDER dataset contains 100 testing images with heavy rain streaks. The other two contain 1400 and 1200 testing images, respectively. We call them Rain100H, Rain1400 and Rain1200 below. Figures 7 to 9 show three visual results from each dataset with different rain orientations and magnitudes. It is clear that GMM and JCAS fail due to modeling limitations. As shown in the red rectangles, DDN and JORDER are able to remove the rain streaks while tending to generate artifacts. DID has a good deraining performance while slightly blurring edges, shown in Figure 9 (e) and (g). RESCAN and our model have similar global visual performance and outperform other methods. We also calculate PSNR and SSIM for quantitative evaluation in Table 1 . Our method has the best overall results on both PSNR and SSIM, indicating our tree-structured fusion can better represent spatial information. Moreover, our network contains the fewest parameters which makes it more suitable for practical applications.
Real-world data
We also show that our learned network, which is trained on synthetic data, translates well to real-world rainy images. Figures 10 and 11 show two typical visual results on realworld images. The red rectangles indicate that our network can simultaneously remove rain and preserve details.
We further collect 300 real-world rainy images from the Internet and existing articles [10, 36, 38] as a new dataset. 2 We then asked 10 participants to conduct a user study for realistic feedback. The participants are told to rank each derained result from 1 to 5 randomly presented without knowing the corresponding algorithm. (1 represents the worst quality and 5 represents the best quality.) We show the scatter plots in Figure 12 where we see our network has the best performance. This provides some additional support for our tree-structured fusion model.
Running time
We show the average running time of different methods in Table 2 . Two different image sizes are chosen and each one is averaged over 100 images. The GMM and JCAS are implemented on CPUs according to the provided code, 2 We will release our code and this new dataset.
while other deep learning-based methods are tested on both CPU and GPU. The GMM has the slowest running time since complicated inference is still required to process each new image. Our method has a comparable GPU running time compared with other deep learning methods, and is significantly faster than several deep models on a CPU. This is because our network is straightforward without extra operations, such as recurrent structures [36, 38] .
Ablation study
We provide an ablation study to demonstrate the advantage of each part of our network structure.
Fusion deployment
To validate our tree-structured feature fusion strategy, we design two variants of the proposed network for exhaustive comparison. One is called Network W that only uses the fusion operation within each block. The other is called Network
A that only uses the fusion operation across all blocks. This experiment is trained and tested on the Rain100H dataset and we use JORDER as the baseline. Table 5 shows the SSIM performance changes on Rain100H. As can be seen, compared with JORDER [36] , Network A brings a performance increase of 1.56%, while Network W leads to a 3.35% improvement. This is because large receptive fields help to capture rain streaks in larger areas, which is a crucial factor for the image deraining problem. However, deploying fusion operations across blocks bring more benefits when building very deep models, since more and richer content information will be generated. By combining the hierarchical structure of Network A and Network W into single final network (our proposed model), the highest SSIM values can be obtained. 
Dilation factor versus block number
We test the impact of dilation factor and block number on the Rain100H dataset. Specifically, we test for dilation factors DF ∈ {2, 4, 6} and basic block numbers L ∈ {6, 10, 14}. The SSIM results are shown in Table 4 .
As can be seen, increasing dilation and blocks can generate higher SSIM values. Moreover, larger dilations result in larger receptive fields, which has a greater advantage over increasing the number of blocks. However, increasing DF and block number eventually brings only limited improvement at the cost of slower speed. Thus, to balance the trade-off between performance and speed, we choose depth DF = 4 and L = 10 as our default setting.
Parameter reduction
We next design an experiment that defines all deep learning based methods to have a similar number of parameters. Note that this keeps the respective network structures unchanged. Table 5 shows the respective parameter numbers and a quantitative comparison on the Rain100H dataset. As is clear, the improvement of our model becomes more significant when all methods have similar number of parameter. Our combination of dilated convolutions with a treestructured fusion process can more efficiently represent and remove rain from images with a relatively lightweight network architecture. 
Loss function
We also test the impact of using the MSE and SSIM loss functions. Figure 13 shows one visual comparison on the Rain100H dataset. As shown in Figure 13 (b), using only MSE loss generates an overly-smooth image with obvious artifacts, because the 2 penalty over-penalizes larger errors, which tend to occur at edges. SSIM focuses on structural similarity and is appropriate for preserving details. However, the result has a low contrast as shown in Figure  13 (c). This is because the image contrast is related to lowfrequency information, which is not penalized as heavily by SSIM. Using the combined loss in Equation (6) can further improve the performance. In Table 6 , we show the quantitative evaluations of using different loss functions. We observe that PSNR is a function of MSE, and so in both cases the quantitative performance measure should favor the objective function that optimizes over this measure. Figure 13 shows that this balance results in a better image. 
Comparison with ResNet and DenseNet
Finally, to further support our tree-structured feature fusion strategy, we compare with two popular general network architectures, i.e., ResNet [14] and DenseNet [17] . These methods are also designed with feature aggregation in mind. We use the same hyper-parameter setting of kernel number to 16, and use the same loss function (6) . We remove all pooling operations for this image regression problem and performance is evaluated on the Rain100H dataset.
First, we build relatively shallow models based on ResNet (10 convolutional layers) and DenseNet (3 dense blocks), to enforce all networks to have roughly the same number of parameters. Then, we increase the depth of ResNet (82 convolutional layers) and DenseNet (20 dense blocks) to construct deeper models, which is a common means for significantly increasing model capacity and improving performance with these models [32] . As shown in Table 7 , our model significantly outperforms other two models under similar parameter number settings. Moreover, deeper models only achieve marginal improvement at the cost of parameter increase and computational burden.
We also show an visual comparison of the feature maps of the last convolutional layers in Figure 14 . Intuitively, deeper networks can generate richer representations due to more nonlinear operations and information propagation [17, 32] . However, as shown in Figure 14 , even when compared to the deepest features, our relatively shallow tree-structured model can generate more distinguishing features. Both rain streaks and objects are represented and highlighted well. We believe this is because as the ResNet and DenseNet deepen, direct and one-way feature propagation can only reduce a limited amount of redundancy, which hinders new features generation. Our model, on the other hand, reduces feature redundancy hierarchically using a tree-structured representation, which as seen in models such as wavelet trees is a good method for representing redundant information within an image.
Conclusion
We have introduced a deep tree-structured fusion model for single image deraining. By using a simple feature fusion operation in the network, both spatial and content information are fused to reduce redundant information. These new and compact fused features leads to a significant improvement on both synthetic and real-world rainy images with a significantly reduced number of parameters We anticipate that this tree-structured framework can improve other vision and image restoration tasks and plan to investigate this in future work.
